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Introduction 

In the forests, conimunication in emergenciee is of 

the utmost importance whether it is fire patrol cr fire 

supression, rescuing lost persone, or road. buiìc.ing, there 

is aliways the need to corarnunicate with key persons. 

Against the forest's greatest enemy -- fire -- immediate 

communication to headquarters on detection, and the eon- 

sequent saving of valuable time in getting men and equip- 

ment to the scene at once, are of great importance. In 

such emergencies, radio communication, instead of the old 

time primitive methods, has allready proved a valuable 

asset, 
One of the most important factors in fighting forest 

fire as in modern warfare is comrrunication. Present day 

communication in forest fire work is largely carried on 

through radio or telephone facilities. The Forest Service 

maintains an extensive system of telephone lines of about 

L.O,OOO miles and this mileage is increased each year. This 

is not a complete system, but is made up of thousands of 

short lines which tie in vdth commercial lines serving the 

iational Forests. Until the last few years, however, almost 

nothing had been done with radio -- not because its advan- 

tages were not recogniLed, but because radio apparatus in 

the proper form had not been developed to meet the needs of 

the Forest Service. 

adio, in order to be a practical tool to the Forest 

Service had to be extremely portable. It must furnish re- 
liable communication over at least 10 miles, the cost must 



be within reason, it must be simple enough to operate that 

anyone wïth a little training can operate it, the et muet 

'ce ruggedly built to withstand the usage it will get in pack- 

ing over mountain trails, 

Unfortunately, as previoùely mentioned, radio equipment 

of the nature desired could not be found, 

search of the commercial and noncommercial 

negative results, adio apparatus capable 

the rigid requirements of the Forest servi 

istent. 

Morecver, the opinion was pretty will 

An exhaustive 

fields yielded 

of fulfilling 

ce was none ex- 

divIded among the 

radio experts as to whether a set which was capable ci' be- 

ing packed by horse could send messages over a mile from 

the trail in a. dense forest; not mentioning a set that a man 

could pack on hie back. 

Having little regard for these opinione, the Forest 

Service seeing the potential advantages of radïo comrhrunic- 

ation in fire control were so manifold and so obvious that 

they decided to take a chance. Consequently they set about 

doing some research and development of radio apparatus "on 

their ovn hock", 

History of Leveloment 

Under 

y-, 

Mr, Beatty was assigned to work on radio during the fai]. 

of 1927.(ll) During the fall and winter of this year he 

gave most cf his time to problems that must be dealt with 

before radio apparatus could be adapted to use on the National 
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Foreste. Previous to r. eatty's assignment on the "Radio 

project" lie had been forest inspector of the Northern Iat- 

ions.1 Forest Region. From the start he handled the work on 

radio: in the Forest Service. 

In the spring of 1927 Beatty and several men made a 

test with a small set vvhioh consisted of a single type 

199 tube. (14.) This set used a 20 foot antennae and recieved 

and transmitted code. 

Successful tests on 200 meters were mäde over a diet- 

anos of nine miles. This set weighed less than 7 pounds. 

They planned to continue test using wavelengths of under 

100 meters. 

The demonstration was put on during a fire conference 

and there were a number of officers euch as Forester Creeley, 

Ass. forester Headley, Reg. forester Morreil, Earl . Lover- 

idge of the Washington orfice, Theodore Shoemaker Public re- 

latione, Regional forester Rutledge and Assistant regional 

forester Woods. 

The group was very favorably impressed and after con- 

eiderable discussion it was decided that the matter should 

be followed up. In the conclusion Beatty was appointed to 

the job. 

Previous to Beatty's demonstration the first work was 

done on radio.ìñ the Forest Service in 1919 and 1920. The 

equipment developed at that time was entirely too cumbersome 

and could not be made portable easily. It required a dynamo 

driven by a gas engine. It was operated on a long wave 
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length and. consequently an e1aorate and expeneive antennae 

was required. Pirilari1y the eet was designed to operate at 

fixed stations for the purpose of communication between 

lookouts which had. no telephone connections. 

The need of radion in the Forest 3ervice in 1927, acc- 

ordina to Mr. Beatty, was to provide emergency corirniunication 

vith lookouts ana. firerien and. inprovenent crews. .quipnent 

requirenents accordina to Mr. Eeatty in 1931 were: 

(i) A low power code tranerdtter and reciever and 

sturdy enough to include In firenen packs enabliia hin to 

communicate with key n'ien when not near a telephone line. 
(2) A sturdy reciever and low poser code, or combir-ed 

code and phone set portable. It would be necessary to have 

a schedule with this set, 
The firerLan's or feather weight set while first in lUi- 

portance presented the greatest problem. While the set 

should not wêigh more than 10 or 15 pounds it should have 

a reliable range of 10 to l miles. 

The set for crew use had lees severe limitations ace- 

ording to Beatty, He would limit the weight of this set to 

not more than 100 pounds. 

At the time Beatty was carrying on his experirrents the 

transmitting tubes used were limited to 101 A, '12 A, or '71 A. 

These tubes have a filament drainage of about ampere. 

Larger tubes at that time drew too much current to be op- 

erated by dry batteries, The plate current drain from the 

B batteries would also be less in the smaller tubes, 
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In the interest of simplicity the sets should have: 

1. weight limitation 
2 battery economy 
3, equal efficiency in voice or code 
4-, transmitter should 'os simple -- limited to single 

tube if possible 
5. designed to deliver clear, oleancut signale 
6, should be fool proof 

After the first experiments in the a:rirg of 1927 there 

nothing more done for a short time, 'oen the time came to 

continue the work on radio, but when he came to continue 

his work Beatty was confronted with a number cf queetibne 

14 WIat work had been done with radion in 100 meters 

or lower in the wooded country? 

2, Difficulties of the shadow effects of mount&dne on 

radio transmission and recieving. 

3. 'hat would be the best frequency? 

L Are there radio equipment on the market which is 

suita le? 

5. If not could some one be found who could design 

such a set? 

I-lis search to solve the above ueetions Mr. Beatty 

found very discouraging. He visited radio laboratories cn 

the Pacific coast, talked to radio experts, amateurs, about 

the developments in the use of short-wave-channels and in 

light weight equipment. He then went east and enlisted the 

aid of the Bureau of tandarc1s, Navy department arid research 

laboratories of battery makers. 

Opinions varied; apparently the use of radio was con- 

sidered feasible by a large numbers of well informed men. 
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As to the affect of uehacowu it as the general opinion that 

it would. sonetitute a large problem. 

It was the policy of the Forest Service to avoid any 

radio work which private concerne could. undertake. A very 

extensive search into the commercial and non-commercial 

fields was made but sets whìch would meet the requirements 

of the Forest Service could not be found. 

The Forest ervice consequently had. to develop its own 

sete. One of the troublesome questions .vhich confronted Mr. 

Beatty was that of obtaining from the Badio Commission the 

use of waelengths. At that time it seemed possible that 

unless the Forest Service move quickly there would. 'ce no 

room for a wavelength for protection. A perplexing difficulty 

presente itself in the idiosyncrasies of the short waves. 

Some will work in the daytime and not at night, others will 

work at night and not in the daytime. Some follow the ground 

for 15 miles and then take a long. skip; others epparently go 

straight up into the air and never corte down. Under Beatty's 

supervision a set was developed which gave considerable 

prcmie of success. It was light enough for quick trans- 

portation and apparently was tough. The set was checked by 

the aval Observatory and the Bureau of Standards. The new 

set was a confoination transmitter and reciever. As designed 

it weighêd 79 pounds complete. Batteries gave a seasons 

use for the reciever and about 2. hours service for the trans- 

mit t er. 

In the eurrirner of 1929 Beatty tried out his sets near 
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Tacoma, Washirton. The results of these teste were: 

1. Lose of strength in heavy tirther were 2 to 35% 

when operating on 55, 72 ans. 91 meters. However, using 

J_Û volts and 112-A tube signals ere recieved in a flat 
2_i_o rhiles away in the daytirnewith niple volume on the 91 

nieters wavelength. 

::, It was found that vine maple when in contact with 

the antennae caused a loss of 3 in tie signal strength. 

3. Paising the antennae increased the signal strength 

20 percent. In nost heavy tinther this wou1 not be feas- 

ibie however, because of the danger of coming in contact 

with limls, etc. 
I. On the 91 retere there was a shadow effect during the 

daytime while on the wavelength the reception was clear in 

the night time, 

5. On 55 meters the signal was free from the shadow 

efect in the daytime while at night the signal disappeared 

completely due to the skip affect. 
Work on the design of a field set was started Jan.1,1930, 

the set WS built, tested and several additional sets con- 

etructed from a model by the Spokane Radio Company and de- 

livered during June. in these seta the old types of tuies 
were used. After that date the newer type 2 volt tubes were 

to be used. The portable set was designed to ope'ate on a 

frequency channel of 7 meters. 

'The Columbia rationa1 Forest east of Vancouver ashing- 

ton was selected for the firl test of this communication 



system. A radio transmitter, kindly furnished by the 

Northern 11ectric Company of eatt1e was established at 

Hemlock ,S. which is located 1]. miles north of the town 

of Carson, Washington. 

July 3 phone sets were put on the sir and on July 4- 

hourly cont&ct was maintained vith Dog Mountain lookout 

which is 12 miles airline southeast of Hemlock E.g. On 

this date a fire 'was reported from this station and several 

messages concerning work of the lcokout. During the entire 

summer radio was the only means of conimunicticn for the 

lookout. Communication with other portables was established 

a f ew days later. 

Following is an account as taken from an article by 

Charles i. Pandall. (21) This as taken from the record of 

a month's work with radio On the Columbia National Forest 

a îritten by one of the experirLenters; "We have a central 

atatioìi.with radiophnee varying from l!4 rii1es airline. 

One lookout had radio as his sole means of communication. 

The other portables were used by road or trail crews and 

were moved from point to point as the crews moed. The port- 

ables communicated to each other at prearranged time by code. 

The central station used voice." 

"Within my experience the portable ha put out good sig- 

nais, consistently reliable. As an example of the steadi- 

ness, I copied down signals fron one of the po'tables ail 

evening and the next day without touching the reciever other 

than to turn it on." 
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He had. copied. the portable with ease at 350 miles 

hence there should 'ce a great safety factor when trane- 

mitting only 25 miles, The portables were given tough usage 

and the percentage of failures ras only about 6. One of 

the serious handicaps was the power plant interference at 

the Hemlock . . While, the plant operated signals were 

jnauclji;le. 

Dey. under Horton and Sirziscn 

In 1930, Jack Horton, 20 years with the Forest Service, 

and then assi8tant regional forester at Portland Oregon 

took charge of the project. (6) He secured Cael Simsen from 

the forest experirent station at lnird Fiver, 1"aehington, and 

they ent ahead, as Horton put it, in an attitude of in- 

telligent ignorance. Harold X. La'scn and Fay Squibb vere 

later added to the staff. 

Gael Sirneon was asked to assemble the sete which were 

ftve1oped in 1930. Field tests of this et demonstrated, 

as already mentioned, were very incouraging. It itas fowd 

that when the sets 'ee set up even under dense forest òan- 

Of) signale 'ïxe transmitted tens, and vn or occasions 

hundreds of miles, In 1930 seven of these sets were in ser- 

vice during the fire season. These sets traneiitted code 

only and eonseuent1y men who had practically no radio x- 

perience at all were used in operating thei. tJntil the men 

had memorized the Continental Morse Code the trnsmieeion 

was slow, but from the beginning tey were able to get their 

messages across. 
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The reeult3 of the 1C30 tests demonstrated the need of 

two different types of eet for two altogether 3-iffernt types 

of uses in the Forest Service, accord.in to Mr. imson.(23) 

They ere; 

1. A general purpose trsitterrecìever cap- 

le of sending or rciving voice or code over a ìstance 

of at least 10 miles. This set would be usd for conmunic- 

ation on large fires, coxirnunication vith mobile outite, euch 

as patrolmen or sniokeciasers, comxLunic.tiofl with road. crews, 

lookouts and. etc., an where for sone reason or other tele- 
phone service was not available. 

2, A code transnitter-reciever of utLnost compact- 

ness with a minirnuni reliable range of 10 miles ans. eighin 

approximately 10 pounds. This set would be used by smoke- 

chasers for reporting the conaition of . fire to which they 

had been sent or by scouts on large fires when reporting to 

their respective fire chiefs. 

To fulfill these requirements two types of sets were 

iJuilt The larger of the two, the general purpose radio- 
phone in its final weight complete e about 59 pounds. The 

weight of this set might vary ith the size of the batteries 
used. It was housed in two cases, one for the set and the .. 

other contained the batteries, headphone and antennae. It 
was very easy to put the set in operation. It involved three 

operations; first, to hang up the antennae and put the plug 

.into the set(the antennae used was about 70 feet long and 

usually tìe. to bushes or trees at a convenient height); 



second, to plug in th headphon3e; third, to plug in the 

battery cbìe. There rae not tuning of the transmitter and 

the change from "transmit" to "recìeve' was done by means 

of a single switich, This st had a relia'ole range of 10 

miles by voice and l miles by code. 

The small code transmitter-reciever ïas housed in two 

1DOxCS. One of these boxes contained the set, the headphones, 

and the filament battery; and a small canvas bag in which 

the plate battery and antennae was carried. The total weight 

of this set rae about iÖ- pounds. Putting this set "on the 

air" was done by ineana of even a simpler process than for the 

larger set. Although this set had been heard over several 

hundred miles its reliable rang& ras about 20 miles. 

By engenious circuit arrangements the transmitting tubes 

are also ueed as recieving tubes, which made it possible to 

incorporate in the set a "three tube' reciever with a degree 

of sensitivity that is uneual in so compact an outfit. Fun- 

damentally the circuit used in tse sets were not cut of the 

ordinary. 

In 1932 arrangernente vere made to install 26 radiophones 

and 93 conde units in the Tational Forests of the Northwest. 

Padio equipment now devloed in the Forest service 

In the next few page there are the descriptions of the 

sets that re now developed in the Forest Service. These 

descriptions are taken from the 1937 Bulletin on radio equip- 

ment in the Forest Service.(25) The equipiìent is devied. into 



two major groups namely the high frequency equipment and the 

ultra high frequency equipment. The high-frequency equipment 

may be built to operate on any frequency between 2,000 and 

20,000 kilocycles, although the Forest Service usually op- 

erates in the vicinity of 3,000 kilocyclos. On the other 

hand, the ultra-high frequency may be built to operate on ny 

frequency between 30,000 kilocycles and 50,000 kilocyclea. 

Type P Radio Unit 

This set transmits code only, but recieves both voice 

and code. Its working range is limited to about 20 miles. 

Primarily this set was designed to fulfill the needs of the 

ernokechaser in extrenely rugged country, vhere the last void 

in portability is essential, The complete unitweighe only 

about 9 pounds hut because it does not transmit voice has only 

a limited use. A type P unit is not illustrated. 

Type PF Padiophone 

This set transmits and recievee both code and voice, It 

weighs about 15 pounds and bas a rated working range of about 

lo miles on voice and 15 miles vith code. The PF set was 

designed primarily for use by smokechasers and the like where 

reasonably compact and portable voice communication is required. 

These sets are often carried by road and trail cre':'s, rangers 

and other traveling forest oficers, are carried on fire trucks 

and in sorne cases are made a part of fire outfits of 25-man 

size and larger. 

The following are the instructions for use of the PF radio- 

phone a prepared by A,G.Simson, Assistant ieional .orest In- 
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spector, l934-. 

Information which should 'os supplied by the Forest 

Supervisor: 

1, Call numbsrs and. to whom you should report 

regularly. 

2, Exact time to report. 

3, Call numbers and location of all stations on 

forest. 

14. Wnom you will notify if set is in need of repair. 

The standard PF adiophone unit should contain: 

.. Canvas carrying case. 

1. Antennae wire and reel. 

2, Antenie insulators 7ith cord attached. 

1. Stick type battery, 

1. Meter with plug and cord lattached. 

1. Telegraph key 7iith plug and dord attached. 

1, Battery cable and plug. 

In addition to the above the kitox unit cor.tains the 

following equipment: 

il-. No, 6 dry cells 

B batteries (45 volte each) 

J., Antennae with insulators. 

100 feet of light rope. 

The light .veight unit is intended for use only under 

conditions where portability is absolutely necessary nd 

where communication is of sufficient importance 'to justify 

a rather high operating cost for the to 7 hours of op- 
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eration vhich may be expected of the light batteries. lse- 

vhere the set is used in conjunction with the kitbox. 

Condenee:1 instructions for the uso of the set are: 

1. Choose a clear space of 120 feet for te short 

antennae and about 150 for the long one. 

2, Place the radio at one end of this spîce. 

3. Pemove the accessories (a) fish line (b) antenn- 

ae wire (o) meter and (d) the te1eíraph key. 

Attach the fish line to the antennae 

, Throw the fish line over limbs of a tree. Mm- 

imum height for the antennae is feet and the 

optimum height is about 0 feet. 

6. Attach the lead in wire to a fixed point which is 

about 15 from one end of the antennae, 

7. Open the set and remove the headphones, 

. See that the switch is in the "off" position. 

9. Insert the battery cable. 

10. S'vVitbh to recieving, 

11. Set the meter to the filament voltage. 

The set is then ready to operate, Instructions are also 

given in the manual on how to use the reciever, how to call a 

station, etc. Uote: It is very important that the set does 

not get its antennae exchanged :rith that of another set. The 

reason is that each set has an antennae of a particular length 

depending upon the frequency of that set. 

The length of service for the batteries is 5 to 7 hours 

when using the light set and from 50 to 75 hours when using the 



In case of failure in the set there are a number of things 

that one should o. some of these are listed below; 

A,Failure of the reciever to operate properly 

1, The recievr is dead 

a check the battery connctione 

b, test the batteries 

c. check for dead tubes 

2, eciever sounds as if operating, 'out no signal 

can be heard. 

a see that the antennae is connected 

b. see that the antennae has not coto in con- 

tact with nietal panel or any other metal parts 

B,Failure of the transmitter to operate properly. 

1, Transmitter vorking, but signals reported weak 

a check the battery connections 

b. test the 'oatteries 

c. some unueul condition may be affecting the 

tranemisolon. 

2. Transmitter apparently not functioning. 

a check tuning adjustment -- meter should 

read l. to 2 volts, 

b. make the reciever test. n abnor:nally 

large meter reading in transmitting position 

indicates a burned out tube. 

o. If tests a and b indicate a burned out tube 

the set will transmit oode but not voice. 



PF Kitbox 

The ïnstructione On the preceeding pages apply to the 

kitbox unit as well as the PF Radiophone. The PF kitbox le 

a sniall chest ontalning the heavier batterice nd a half- 

.iave antennae for srni-peranent installation. A compartment 

is aleo provide3. to house the PF radiophone. The kitbox, 

batteriee and antennae, exclusive of the PF radiophone eighe 

about 35 pounds. The PF kitbox together vlth the PF radio- 

phone were primarily designed to servesecondary lookouts, 

small fire cris, and small construction or maintenance crevs. 

In euch lookout use the half-wave antennae is permanently In- 

stalled at the lookout and the PF radlophone plugged into the 

batterIes contained in the PF kitbox. Then, should the look- 

out need to take his radio set to a fire, it is only necessary 

to unplug the PF kitbox battery cable, drop the set in the 

PF rad.iophone bag, and he has a complete 15 pound voice set all 

ready to go. Another illustration of the use of this equip- 

ment le the caee of a email road comp tbat had a PF set as the 

only means of communication. In camp they used the permanently 

Installed half-wve antennae and the kitbox batteries, but dur- 

ing bad fireeather periods when vorking some little distance 

from camp they carried the 15 pound radiophone outfit out on 

the job each morning and set it up to keep contact îith the 

fire detection organi.ation during the day and brought the set 

in to camp each evening after work where it was again hooked 

up for the evening and early morning schedules, This saved 

holding the men in camp during the dangerous fire weather, 



TYPE P F RADIOPHONE 
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TYPE P F RADJOPHONE WITH KITBOX 



Type SPF Badiophone 

This unit employs the same transmitter as the PF. The 

receiver section is entirely new and is a sensitive 5-tube 

superheterodyne hih requires lese skill to operate than 

is necessary with the PF receiver. It can he operated on 

the same 'oatteries as the type PF, that is, with "portable" 

or "kitbox" batteries. It is not recommended th t light 

batteries 'oc used, except in emergency, as the 'oatte:cy drain 

is greater than on the PF. This unit is suitable for "stand- 

by" operation with "kitbox" or heivy-duty batteries, as it 

has a built-in loud speaker. The PF has a definitely great- 

er communication range than the PF and i recommended to take 

the place of the PF where back packing is unneceesry or at 

where limited to short distances, The PF vith 

carrying bag and portable batteries weighs about 20 pounds. 

With kithox and both kinds of batteries the set weighs about 

pounds. This set is recommended for field use where the 

additional weight is not objectionable. 

Type Radiophone 

The type M radiophone has lesen consolidated and sim- 

plified so that the transmitter, receiver, and loudspeaker 

are all built in one unit. It is a voice and code trane- 

mitter-receiver, veighing about i2 pounds. The rated Nork- 

ing range is about 50 miles. The receiver is highly select- 

ive euperheterodyne. The type M operates on a 110 e.c.-- 

not batteries. It may be plugged into any light socket .vhere 

110 volts a.c. is available. Where this current is not avail- 

able one of the two generators illustrated may be uee, 
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S P F RADIOPHONE 
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S P F RADIOPHONE WITH KITBOX 
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TYPE M RADIOPHONE 
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700 WATT GENERATOR 

500 WATr GENERATOR 



Thie set may be expected to cause interference over a 

radius of several hundred miles and should never be used ex- 

cept where ìover powered eete will not furnish satisfactory 

communication. Where M sete are used they should be adjusted 

to omit the minimum power that will give satisfactory results, 

Ultra-high Frequency Radio uipment 

One of the limiting factors in the use of these sete is 

the fact that they are good only over optical, or nearly optic- 

al paths. By this we mean that you should be able to see from 

one station to the other without any intervening objects. 

here it is possible tc use UHF equipment it offers many ad- 

vantages over the ordinary short-vave radio, There is pract- 

ically no fading nor static; the equipment can be made quite 

light and com:act; the antennae is short, being of the order 

of 15 feet; receiver battery drain is small enough that "stand- 

by operation of battery receivers is possible. fly using one 

frequency for transmitting and another for receiving a pair of 

stations may be operated "duplex", tlriat i, talk and receive 

simultaneously, 

UHF operation is still quite new. Almost daily new tubes, 

parts and technique are being developed. In order to ke3p stop 

vith this progress and take advantage of new developments in 

circuits and parts, the Forest service is making sweeping re- 

visions in its UHF equipment at relatively short intervals. 

Ae a result the following equipment may 'oc. out or date shortly. 



Type T Radiophone Transmitter-1eceiver UHF 

The type T ra.iophone tranBmite and receives voice only. 

it weighe from 5O to 100 pounds, depen.1ng on the type 0±' 

batteriee used. The rated working range is about 100 miles 

over optical paths. The set .vas d.esigne for standby opera- 

tion and has a built-in speaker. 'ith this set it is pose- 

ible to talk and receive simultaneously .then working ith 

another type T or U radiophone. Numerous battery combinations 

are available depending on the type of service desired. 

Type Radiohone Transc'iver UHF 

The type S radiphorie transceiver transmite and receives 

voice only; lt weighs about POUfldSe 
The rated 'vorking 

range is about O miles over oticl paths. 1orking with 

antennas close to the ground over level ground the range may 

be reduced to no more than 3 cr 14 miles. Thi3 set will not 

vork duplex as the same circuit is used for both transmitting 

and receiving. It has been used by srnokechaser$ and by scoute 

and fire chiefs on large fires. Its principal features are 

it3 portability and the quickness with which it may be put 

in operation. Type S sets have occasionally been used for 

two-way communication with moving vehicles. 

Type A Padiophon.e UHF 

The type A radhone has been especially designed to 

meet Forest Service requirements in airplane use. It can 

be installed in practically any type of plane .vithout special 

tools or mechanical skill; will communicate plane-to-ground 

over limited distances even in unshielded planes. weight of 

complete radiophone including dynamoor but exclusive of stor- 
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age battery is about 1I0 pounds; operate on a reu1ar 6-volt 

storage battery. 

The type A radiophone lends itself to automobile in- 

tal].ation for two-way communication from moving vehicles 

under favorable topographic conditions. 

adihone 

This ie an Â.O. operated ultra-high frequency radiophone 

transmitter-receiver especially intended for central station 

use such as at central fire dispatcher offices. The unit is 

19 inches wide, feet 9 inches high and 12 inches deep. The 

approximate shipping weight is 300. pounds. 

The outstanding feature of this unit is its simplicity 

operation. i9en a call is received on the standby loudspeaker 

it is only necessary to. pick up the handset to Lifting 

the handset automatically turns on the transmitter. 

The TJ set communicates with the Types T, S, A, and U 

radiophones and works Ttduplex that is, talks and receives 

simultaneously with the type T and other U sets. 
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TYPE T 
ULTRA HIGH FREQUENCY RADIOPHONE 



TYPE S PORTABLE ULTRA HIGH 
FREQUENCY RADIOPHONE COMPLETE 
WITH ALL ACCESSORIES 
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TYPE A ULTRA HIGH 
FREQUENCY RADIOPHONE 



TYPE U ULTRA HIGH 
FREQUENCY RADIOPHONE 
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Radio trailer 
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Radio training ìnitiated 

On March 15, 193I-, an intensive course in radio comm- 

unication for representatives of nine National Forest Re- 

gione was initiated by the Forest service. The training clase 

wa held at the Forest service ehöp in Vancouver washington 

and. lasted three weeks. 

The purpose of the course was to train at least one man 

in each region to a point where he w1d be capable of hand- 

ling routine radio communication matters, pian adequate systems 

of radio comrrnmication in the National Forests and head the 

radio 'work in hi region. 

The course was limited to forest officers selected from 

the regular rolls of th service. 

TJse of radio in the National Foreste of: 

A. Alaska 

In Alaska, where roads ar' practically non existent 

and dependence on radio is sourgent a set known as the B set 

is in use. This set uses 110 volts A.C. The large sets are 

used for the central head quarters and. are kept on the patrol 

boats. The patrol boat is often kept at the dock eevea1 

months t a time and. during this time the set may 'ce oonnecte: 

with the usual 110 volt power line. The small field sets are 

also in use in this region. (26) 

E. Puerto RicO 

Gasi Sinison says the use cf radio in the Caribbean 

National Forests in Puerto Rico is feasible, and. from the point 

of view of emergency communication it is necessary. Frequently 
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hurricEflee and heavy rLtinfall increase the neei of & reliable 

comrnuniction in the protection of the foreats. Radio is 

much more practical onthe island. than the costlier telephone 

service. Telephone lines are subject to wet, rainy teather 

and hurricanes' damage. Mr. Simson also says that the static 

in the Puerto Rico area 'va not as terrific as hd been fear- 

ed, and the regular Forest Service equipment, which was in 

use at the time in abt 1200 stations in the ationa1 For- 

este of the United States and Alaska would be employed t1ere 

immediately after his visit to the area. Existing sets were 

to be modified to meet the conditions set up by the dampness 

and salt in the air. 

Us of radio in the Tational Parks 

For the purpose of conductin further tests in the 

of radio ave propagation, the University of Washington placed 

bothe the personn1 and apparatus of its Scientific esearch 

and. General ngineering Department at the disposal of the 

National Park service aócording to Secretary of Interior 
rj1bur 

.xperimente for radio communication have been in prore. 

in the Mount RaLier National Park, in iashingtcn, for some time 

and. have den.cnetrated a sufficient limited use of radio as a 

means of communication in primitive arcas such as the mountain- 

cue parkß, especially in foreet fire emergencice and. interiupted 

telephone coïnnunicaticn caused by storms to justify further ex- 

periment s. 

Mt. Eainier had the first system of radio communication 

ever to 'ce established in a National Park, Late in the summer 

of 1931 call leters for six stationary and. four portable 
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stations were assigned to the Mt. Rainier Park by the Dept. 

of commerce. 

Efforts to improve those stations and. enlarge their 

general .sefulneee va9 to be the main object of the research 

to be carried on by the University of washington in cooperation 

vTith the State Park engineers. At that time the University v;as 

building a radio station to aid in the work,(2) 

Use of radio. in connection with privat forestry 

The Federal Padio Commission, in l93 granted to the 

superior Pine products Company, operators of Suwanee Forests 

ith headquarters at Fargo, Georgia, a license for the use of 

radio to protect their foreste from fire.(l) A special e- 

naergency license authorizing operatiQn on 2726 kilocycles was 

issued with the call numbers WTEE. 

On the original license the power was limited to 50 watts, 

but several tcst indicatedthat thiB power was insufficient 

to cover the Suwanee Forest, the longest distance being about 

32 miles airline. Consequently a construction permit was iss- 

ued to install a 100 watt transmitter which on a number of 

tests proved. to be adequate to handle the situation. 

orking in connection the rangers' cars, fire crews, and 

several CCC trucks viere equipped with receivers «ìth fixed 

tuning, In other workds, all that was necessary to do was to 

turn on thE receivex, all tuning being eliminated by having 

the receiver tuned exactly to the proper frequency. The main 

transmitter at Fargo Eent out a short test every hour. This 

kept on continuously when the care were in motion and., when 
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stopped, the listening periods are about 2 minutes duration 

in every l. 

Three lookout towers with observers on watch continuously 

during daylight hours reported smokes to Fargo, where the lo- 

cation is checked on the map by triangulation. 

Fire crews or the ranger is called and they in turn check 

in whenever possible by telephone, 

In l93L. only one-way comrunicaticn was possible by radio 

hen using this system. It was hoped that in the near future 

a system might be worked out 'oy v'hich they might be able to 

transmit and receive, however, communication was maintained 

between headquarters and a moving car 30 miles away, it wa 

believed that radio would be a great asset in forest protect- 

ion and the means of saving many an acre from destruction by 

. . 
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TJse of radio in the protection of Canadian Foreste 

Since 1927 the United States Forest Service has been ex- 

perimenting iith theuse of radio in its plan of forest protect- 

lori of the National Forests Canada has been for much longer, 

with euch preliminary success that in Ontario on observer fror 

the cockpit of an airplane reports the discovery of fires and 

directe ground forces in their suppression through the medium 

of radio phones, To one familiar with the demands of any goo 

plan for fire control Chis stage developrent at once offers two 

essentials -- speed and accuracy. 

The airplanes of te oyal Canadia Air Force which durig 

the forest-fire season of 1927 patrolled practically th hole 



of Manitoa'e accessible area, vere fitted with radio equip- 

merit. Messages giving size and location of fire, position of 

craft, and condition of engine were transmitted by voice and 

Morse code. Voice messages had a range of 5 to 90 miles, 

while code had a range cf from 150 to 175 miles. Mo arrange- 
aerits had been made at that tine for comnrunication frOni the 

ground to the pl&nee.(6) 

Use of Padio ìn French Forestry 

At La Ciotat, Bouches-du-Phone, France a new method of 

fire varnìngs by use of 

1927. Radio waves sent 

Bretagne released an a1 

at ion about location of 

in the regular manner. 

One present t the 

the radio was demonstrated in June 

out from a lookout ori the Pic de 

rm bell at La Ciotat and the inform- 

the fire, etc., vou1d then be given 

drnonstra.tiori expressed his belief 

L) 

that the protection cf the forests had made an immense step 
forward. Proprictors themselves will receive messages in the 
depth of the forest and the guards and turpentine workers, will 
be able to fight the fire instead of as they did at that time 

often be the last to know of its existence. Because of the den- 

sity of the stand, underbrush, topography, direction 'f wind 

and fewness cf iniabitante they were often unaware of the pre- 
sence of a fire in the woods. () 
Sunmary 

It is probable that in the future radio shall play 
one of the most important i:are in fire control, if not the 
most important part. At present the use of radio is a valuabe 
asset to the Forest service. 
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